
In June 1970, archite�  Ricardo Bofi ll 
(Barcelona, 1939) � aged an impromptu 
fe� ive happening in Moratalaz, Madrid, 
with the intention of promoting his 
forthcoming utopian housing proje�  
La Ciudad en el E� acio (The City in 
Space). The American blues musician 
Taj Mahal and the Catalan guitari�  Toti 
Soler were among the performers who 
played on an improvised � age. The 
hippie nature of the three-day event 
amused the local residents but seemed 
to enrage the local conservative 
politicians, who ended up cancelling the 
housing development. 

Fascinated by the inconclusive 
nature of the event as well as by its 
lack of documentation, visual arti�  
Anna Moreno has undertaken in-
depth research over the la�  year – 
involving interviews with witnesses and 
participants – in order to build a pi� ure 
of what went on during those summer 
days in 1970.1 Forty-seven years later 
to the month, Moreno organised a re-
ena� ment at the very same location.2 

This time, rhythm-and-blues band 
The Downtown Alligators played on 
� age, followed by jam sessions and 
other a� ivities. Moreno decided not to 
create any type of photographic or fi lmic 
record of the re-ena� ment, and only to 
document it through an audio recording. 

What has resulted is a � eculation 
on the nature of recolle� ion, and 
the processes of forming memories 
of an event from the pa�  that was 
nevertheless concerned with the idea 
of the future. This intricate web of 

reminiscence, no� algia, supposition 
and mediation takes its in� iration and 
its title from a disquieting 1964 short 
fi � ion � ory by the British noveli�  J.G. 
Ballard (1930–2009).3 In “The Drowned 
Giant” a huge corpse is found washed 
ashore, where it is progressively 
decaying and being scavenged by 
the local townsfolk. Dwelling on the 
impossibility of recomposing and 
reproducing a living entity, and the 
exchange between moments that are 
real and those that might have been 
imagined, Moreno’s proje�  is, like the 
tale, not concerned with explanations 
and origins, but with the uncanny 
e� e� s of a whole disintegrating 
into parts. 

The fi nal phase of The Drowned 
Giant, realised thanks to the Barcelona 
Producció grant, consi� s in the 
produ� ion of a publication in the form 
of a vinyl record with card sleeve and 
booklet insert, all designed by Moreno 
herself. The tracks of this ‘out-of-date’ 
sound � orage medium intermingle 
some of the soundscapes of the 
research and re-produ� ion process. 
Oral te� imony and ambient sound 
from Moratalaz overlap; asynchronous 
fragments of music and � eech 
segue into each other. Among the 
voices are Bofi ll’s collaborator – and 
the ma� ermind of the fi r�  Moratalaz 
event – Peter Hodgkinson, as well as 
his then-partner Gila Dohle. There 
are refl e� ions by Soler, ri� s from The 
Downtown Alligators, and conversation 
from researcher Enrique Doza, among�  

other layers, all bearing witness to the 
1970 happening and its echo in 2017. 
Throughout the 53-minute recording, 
the ‘then’ and ‘now’ are deliberately 
entwined: the li� ener occupies a 
su� ended temporality that is neither a 
� raigh� orward pa�  nor an unmediated 
present. The accompanying booklet 
features � ill-life photographs by Laura 
San Segundo and newly commissioned 
texts by archite� s Paula Currás and 
Havi Navarro (who created the re-
ena� ment � age), the curator María 
Montero and the blues expert Ramón 
del Solo (who witnessed the 1970 event 
as a teenager). On the disc sleeve 
and back cover Moreno has included 
archite� ural drawings of La Ciudad en 
el E� acio from Bofi ll’s archive.

The Drowned Giant conne� s 
with Moreno’s long-term intere�  in 
interrogating the nature of the event, 
or the re-ena� ment, as a means to 
renegotiate colle� ive memory, as well 
as utopian and dy� opian futures. In 
the � ring of 2018, as part of the group 
exhibition Beehave at the Fundació 
Joan Miró in Barcelona, Moreno will 
repurpose elements of the Moratalaz 
re-ena� ment, creating further myths 
and fragmentations in the � irit of 
Ballard’s giant.

The publication proje�  The Drowned 
Giant is presented on November 22, 
2017 at the Archite� s’ Association of 
Catalonia.
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1  The research was condu� ed as part of the “Arti� as en residencia” residency jointly organised by the Centro de Arte 2 de Mayo (Mó� oles) and La Casa 
Encendida (Madrid), in Spring 2017.
2  This became her contribution to the group exhibition En los cantos nos diluímos (Sala de Arte Joven, Madrid), an exhibition set out to explore the modes 
of di� lay arti� s e� ablish when presenting performance, workshop, happening, choreography and le� ure performances in exhibition � aces. It was curated 
by María Montero as part of the 8th edition of Se busca comisario (31 May – 23 July 2017).
3  The � ory is included in the sci-fi  book The Terminal Beach.
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